
CASE STUDY

HOW A MEDTECH SALES OPERATIONS TEAM
FIXED A MESSY PROVIDER DIRECTORY PROCESS
WITH CAREVOYANCE

You don’t need to learn data science to have timely and accurate provider data! 
Carevoyance offers a comprehensive solution suite to help commercial teams 
to identify, engage and convert the right physicians and facilities. 
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THE GOAL
AUTOMATICALLY UPDATE AND ENRICH 
FACILITY AND PHYSICIAN DATA

Unreliable data was proving harmful to the
commercialization efforts of one medical device company.  

Inaccurate accounts, missing prospect details and lack of 
affiliations data was preventing executives from
forecasting demand and required field sales
representatives to waste hours each week updating old 
data — eroding the confidence of Sales and Marketing 
teams in the CRM.

Spearheaded by Sales Operations, the firm sought out a 
partner to sustainably fix the physician and account data 
quality issues in their CRM. The team wasn’t interested in 
wrangling flat files or building expensive, one-off
integrations that require constant maintenance and 
fine-tuning.

The goal was to access a seamless integration of continu-
ously updated provider data. The company needed a com-
plete view into every account and every contact, which 
would require bringing in claims data, prescription data and 
state and federal-level physician regulatory data.

THE OBSTACLE
MAINTAIN A HIGH QUALITY 
SOURCE OF TRUTH WITHOUT 
BREAKING MY BUDGET

Over the years, the provider database maintained by a medical 
device company had deteriorated. Riddled with misspelled 
names, outdated addresses, and spurious affiliations, it 
became a liability for commercialization efforts.

The medical device company purchased data several years 
prior, and has been doing all the transformation work
including processing raw data, mining it for value, and
extracting insights. It was getting harder to keep up quality 
and challenging to defend a maintenance budget that was
ballooning each year.

TYPICAL PROVIDER DIRECTORY

Misspelled, inconsistent names

Incorrect addresses

Missing data

Limited context

No affiliations between providers
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FOR MOST MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES, AUTOMATED DATA MAINTENANCE IS 
NOT A CORE COMPETENCY, AND MANUAL CLEANING IS A TOUGH MOUNTAIN TO CLIMB.

The company’s provider directories were 
imported, entities matched and linked to the 
Carevoyance SingleSource database

Carevoyance deployed a 5-step data process to deal with the company’s bad data and set-up a continuous 
update process. Lost and misleading data became a relic of the past! 
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5-STEPS TO VANQUISH INCOMPLETE,
INACCURATE OR MISLEADING PROVIDER DATA

1. MATCH

Records were programmatically scrubbed for 
incomplete, outdated and duplicate entries

2. CLEAN

Providers with misspelled or 
incomplete names, incorrect 
taxonomy, and missing contact 
information were fixed. Affiliations 
with hospitals and health systems 
were added.
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Records were enriched with affiliation, transaction 
and demographic data for every provider

3. ENRICH 

Providers were suggested relevant to the company’s 
targeted therapeutic and geographical areas

4. RECOMMEND 

Processes were put in place to automate ongoing 
quarterly updates, directly to the company’s
Salesforce CRM

5. UPDATE 



THE RESULT
CLEAN PROVIDER RECORDS WITH BETTER INTEL, 
DIRECTLY IN YOUR SALESFORCE CRM

Turning to an experienced data partner for domain
expertise and analytics work paid off. The medical 
device company gained all the benefits of deep data 
insights without the added cost of maintaining and 
updating it manually. 

Best of all, the results were made available to both sales 
and marketing teams through the CRM and other tools 
they had already grown accustomed to using.

We created Carevoyance to empower medical device 
companies to transform their commercialization
strategies with data-driven execution. 

Our product helps Sales Ops, Marketing and Field 
Sales teams become tightly coordinated and deliver 
more value to their customers and prospects.

ABOUT CAREVOYANCE
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MATCH 

CLEAN

ENRICH

RECOMMEND

UPDATE

A sampling of actual Provider Directory cleanup projects, achieving a 
99.2% match rate to Carevoyance’s single source database.

DIRECTORY 1
ERROR RATE

DIRECTORY 2
ERROR RATE

DIRECTORY 3
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CAREVOAYNCE
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